SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RURAL RESEARCH POSTER PRESENTATION

The rural research poster session will be presented at the Society of Rural Physicians of Canada’s Rural and Remote Medicine Course April 21st - 23rd, 2022 in Ottawa Ontario.

Poster proposals must include a clear research purpose, objective, methodology, summary of the research results and conclusion. We will judge the posters on rural relevance, research methodology, impact, clarity of presentation and your ability to answer questions regarding your research. Posters are restricted to a width of 4 feet and a height of 3 feet.

Students and residents will each have the opportunity of being awarded the best student/resident research poster. Winners will win the equivalent of $500 credited towards attending the conference.

RULES

- Students and Residents must be a member of the SRPC.
- The deadline for submission is December 31st, 2021
- Format: Microsoft Word
- Please submit your proposal to rrsubmissions@srpc.ca